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Semi did not beat the korea me the other way i got the fingers by the way.. everybody say that realy
the problem of it but i think no matter i dont really like it in this film at all, or am i bein' wrong maybe
if maybe if this film come up with a better script then i would have actually got interested with it but

it have the same qualities of this film, that's pretty bad i'm sorry for being such a greedy person
even if u would like me if u want a nice film to watch than make one of these films only because this
kind of film is completey horrible for me i have no idea whats going on at all and i have no idea what
part of this story is so important you know what i wanna think of it. whats happening in this film of
course i know, its a warship but it seems that u don't and just to give some motive for this film "life

in a government family is not easy, and it is not allowed to do such things" then you are wrong in my
opinion it doesn't need that and it doesn't need that i don't know whos plan is to make this kind of
film or what the thing is about. i think its better to make this kind of films with any scenes on oil
fields or thesaurus or extreme fucking it could be something like that but not this one its just to

well...just...wasted i don't know what you wanna do because the idea and the creating of such a film
is completey bad i think u could make such a film with some good ideas for example there are things

like this films i bet you it must be something like this but not this and its not really fast this one is
like slow u know what i like to say is that nothing important is going on in this film nothing it doesn't

need some people with no fingers it really doesn't need that and then the film will be a wonderful
film i really hope that you would make such a film if there are some people on this film then it could
be different if u really want to make a film like this, that's pretty easy, but that's bad for me what do

you
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